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Introduction
• Electron and positron rings

– Colliders (e+, e-)
– Light sources (e-)
– Synchrotrons (e.g. Booster rings of above applications)
– Industrial machines, etc.

• Top-up injection
– Keeps beam current essentially constant 
– Keeps maximum luminosity production / photon beam flux in 

colliders / light sources

• Non top-up injection
– Non top-up injection may be performed simply with septa and 

dipole kickers (Single turn “fast” injection)

The main scope of the lecture is Top-up injection
Non top-up injection is trivial for electron beams (at least on paper)
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Top-up injection at SLS

• Outline
– The beam current is kept in a range of 400-402 mA 

during the operation

– 500 MHz RF system is equipped
• 390 RF buckets out of 480 (Circumference =288 m) are filled

– Booster cycle is 3 Hz, and top-up injection is bunch by 
bunch

– Filling pattern feedback is applied to realise a flat 
charge distribution

• A movie is shown in the lecture
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Brief history of top-up injection (1) 

• 1980’s: First top-up injections in colliders [1]
– With physics detectors off 
– Integrated luminosity gain due to shorter injection time

• 1990’s: Further developments mainly in KEKB and PEP 
colliders [2]
– With physics detectors on
– Almost constant beam currents, maximising integrated 

luminosity

• 1990: First top-up injection in the light source SORTEC [3]
• 2000- : Most light sources employ top-up injection [4]

Top-up injection has been standard 
for colliders and light sources
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Brief history of top-up injection (2) 

• Beam current & Luminosity in colliders
– No top up (Right top)
– Top up with detectors off (Left bottom )
– Top up with detectors on (Right bottom)

Figure taken from [1] Figure taken from [5]
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Physics behind top-up injection (1)
• Liouville’s theorem (for accelerator physics)

– Under the influence of conservative forces the density of the 
particles in phase space stays constant [6]

– This is true for charged particles moving in magnetic field
– For beam injection into rings, injection beam particles cannot 

overlap in phase space with the stored beam particles at the 
time of injection

Top-up injection cannot continue as the entire phase 
space will be filled with particles!?
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Physics behind top-up injection (2)
• Synchrotron radiation (SR) damping [6]

– Photon emission when charged particle is accelerated
• Bending field gives a transverse acceleration
• Emission due to longitudinal acceleration is normally marginal 

– Particle energy loss ∝  𝛾4 𝜌 (with transverse acceleration)
• With g and r being Lorentz factor and curvature radius
• Can be significant for e+/- while marginal for hadrons
• Makes system non-conservative

– Energy loss is recovered by RF turn by turn 

SR [Figure taken from Wikipedia]
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Physics behind top-up injection (3)

• Radiation damping in transverse plane (Betatron oscillation)
– Longitudinal and transverse momenta loss due to SR while only 

longitudinal acceleration with RF

• Radiation damping in longitudinal plane (Synchrotron oscillation)
– Energy loss due to SR is proportional to (1+d)3, where d is the fractional 

energy deviation (DE/E)

Initial Energy loss Energy recovered

SR damping, transverse

SR damping, longitudinal

s

x/y

s

d

Initial Energy loss+recovery
Synchrotron oscillations

Note: Emittance will not be zero because the synchrotron radiation excites betatron and
synchrotron oscillation at the same time. Equilibrium emittances are determined such that
the damping and excitations cancel each other.

(Arrow = Particle momentum)
(Area of ellipse = Longitudinal emittance)
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Physics behind top-up injection (4)

• Injection process (to be repeated!) 

Thanks to SR damping, 
top-up injection can 
continue unlimitedly! 
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Note: For non top-up injection, the initial injection errors, namely
mismatch and centroid offset, are to be “forgotten” in e+/- machines,
while they have to be minimised in hadron machines.



Top-up injection schemes

Separation Kicker Disturbance to stored beam

Conventional injection
Transverse or 
Longitudinal

Orbit bumper
(Dipole kickers) Dipolar oscillation 

Multipole kicker injection
Transverse or 
Longitudinal Multipole kicker Multipolar oscillation

Swap-out injection "Transverse" Dipole kicker Dipolar and multipolar oscillations

Resonance injection Transverse Multipole magnets Multipolar oscillation

Longitudinal injection Longitudinal Dipole kicker None

Separation planes × Kicker magnets 
→ Various injection schemes
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Conventional injection (1)

• Motivation: First realisations of top-up injection

• Injection scheme

– Hardware: Septum + Kicker bump (a series of kickers)

– Separation: Transverse plane
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Conventional injection (2)

• Parameters to be considered
– Stored and injection beam sizes: ss, si

– Septum thickness: S
– Clearances in units of beam size:

Ns, Ni
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Conventional injection (3)

• Example – Swiss Light Source

Straight section ~ 10 m
Circumference = 288 m
Revolution period ~ 1 ms
Beam energy = 2.4 GeV
Kicker bump: 6 ms half sine
Septum: 70 ms full sine
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Conventional injection (4)

• Synchrotron phase space injection [7] with off-energy injection beam
– Motivation: Higher injection efficiency. Less background for physics detector are expected in 

collider

• Injection scheme
– Hardware: Septum + Kicker bump
– Separation: Longitudinal plane (Energy offset)
– Spatial separation at the septum is still necessary and achieved through finite dispersion 

function: Separation = 𝐷𝑥𝛿
– By adjusting the injection beam energy and orbit to match with the above separation, the 

injection beam can be situated onto the off-energy closed orbit

𝐷𝑥𝛿
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Conventional injection (5)

• Discussion
– Orbit bump

• 3- or 4-kickers within a straight section 
→ Medium energy rings; a long enough straight section 

may be available and the beam is still soft to kick
• 2 (or more)-kickers over a longer section including quadrupoles

→ High energy rings; the beam is hard to kick – Orbit bump is enhanced by 

the quadrupoles (Bump height =  𝜃𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝛽𝑘𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝛽𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑚 sin 𝜇𝑘,𝑠)

→ Low energy (small) rings; a long straight section may not be 
available

– Disturbance to the stored beam
• When the orbit bump is not fully closed, the stored beam is displaced from the 

closed orbit
– The bump closure may be deteriorated with stray field from septum, errors in 

quadrupole fields, different kicker field profile in time, etc.

• “Bad design” including sextupoles (and higher multipoles) within the orbit 
bump makes it difficult to close the bump
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Multipole kicker injection (1)

• Motivation: Mitigation of beam disturbance using no dipole kicker
• Injection scheme

– Hardware: Septum + Multipole kicker (Quad or higher multipole)
– Separation: Transverse plane

[8]

Multipole kicker (By=0 at x=0) does not kick 
the stored beam centroid
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Multipole kicker injection (2)

• Example – KEK PF 

Figures taken from [8]
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Multipole kicker injection (3)

• Injection with off-energy injection beam [9]
– Motivation: Combining the advantages of Synchrotron phase 

space injection and Multipole kicker injection

• Injection scheme
– Hardware: Septum + Multipole kicker
– Separation: Longitudinal plane (Energy offset)
– Off-energy beam can be injected transversely on-axis similarly 

to Synchrotron-phase-space injection
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𝑥 = 𝐷𝑥𝛿
(and 𝑥′ = 𝐷𝑥′𝛿 )



Multipole kicker injection (4)
• Discussion

– Multipole kicker
• Not only dipole kick, which is necessary for injection, but also (de)focusing due 

to feed-down quadrupole component 
• Nonlinear kicker [10][11] may avoid the adverse focusing if the beam is 

injection at the peak

– Disturbance to the stored beam
• Dipole kick to the stored beam if the kicker is (largely) misaligned. Beam-base 

alignment is doable with reasonable effort.
• Temporary emittance increase when the separation must be small due to a 

limited machine aperture (This is normally marginal)

Figure taken from[12] Figure taken from [11]
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Conventional and multipole kicker 
injections at KEK PF
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Disturbance to the beam gets smaller with higher multipole kicker.
Nevertheless, the disturbance in the conventional injection scheme 
can be mitigated in principle.

Figure taken from [13]



Resonance injection (1)

• Motivation: Injection into 
small ring; Revolution 
period << Kicker decay time

• Injection scheme

– Hardware: Septum + 
Multipole kicker

– Separation: Transverse plane

– Betatron tune is set to be 
close to a resonance Resonance condition MQx~N

(M and N are integer)
Kicker to excite resonance = 2M pole
(Sextupole kicker for M=3)

Injection beam
Stored beam
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Resonance injection (2)

• Example - SR-Ring [10]
– Using half integer resonance (M=2)
– Circumference = 3.14 m
– Resonance exciter (kicker)

decays over 100 turns

• Discussion
– Injection efficiency is not good normally but there may not be any 

better choice for small ring…
– Low efficiency may be accepted since small rings are for low energy 

beams
– Stored beam is disturbed when the phase space topology is changed 

but the disturbance may be marginal

Figure taken from [10]
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Swap-out injection (1)

• Motivation: Enable an injection into very small aperture 
rings 

• Injection scheme
– Hardware: Septum + Dipole kicker
– Separation: Transverse plane (Beam angle)
– Replace bunch(es) by full-charge bunch(es)

x'

[14]
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Swap-out injection (2)

• No example yet, but planned for future light 
sources (e.g. ALS and APS upgrade)

• Discussion
– Short pulse kicker (for bunch-by-bunch 

replacement) or long-flat-top kicker (for bunch 
train replacement) is required

– Full charge injector or accumulator ring, where 
injection bunches are prepared, is required

– No beam disturbance when the injection beam is 
fully matched and centred
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Longitudinal injection (1)
• Motivation: No beam disturbance at all and higher 

injection efficiency into small aperture ring
• Injection scheme

– Hardware: Septum + Short pulse kicker
– Separation: Longitudinal plane (Energy and time 

offset)

[15]
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Longitudinal injection (2)

• No example yet but simulation result for MAX IV is promising [14]:

• Discussion
– Short pulse kicker

• Difficult when the bunch spacing is of the order of 1 ns

– Injection beam
• Small energy spread and short bunch length are required (Can be generated 

with a linac though)
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Summary

• Top-up injection has become standard for lepton 
colliders and light sources

• A variety of injection schemes with different 
types of kickers and separation planes are 
available

• Optimum scheme may depend on
– Ring circumference
– Beam energy
– Ring aperture
– Beam time structure
– Etc.
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